
Laurens County Speedway News Report: 5-16-20 by Will Ricard 

Thunder Bomber: …A familiar face found themselves in victory lane Saturday night, as Tinker 

Roberts holds off a hard charging Troy Bagwell with Dylan Chappell finishing third. A flurry of early 

cautions plagued the field, but wouldn't stop a fierce battle for the lead as Roberts closed in on race 

leader and pole sitter Brook Beckham. Roberts and Beckham would make contact at the half-way 

mark as Roberts launched into turn one, forcing both cars to make contact with the outside wall. 

Beckham would later have a flat and recover to a fourth place finish as Roberts would find victory 

lane after two late restarts to finish the main event. 

602 Crate… Colby Cannon survives a fierce Colt Smith as Billy Rushton lands a hard fought third 

place finish. Cannon set the pace in qualifying laying down a lap of 15.914 to score the pole, followed 

by Smith with a 15.947. The top two starters would duke it out over the course of the night, with Smith 

continuing to sneak the nose to Cannon's rear quarter panel. Cannon would use lapped traffic to 

separate in the closing laps, beating Smith to the stripe by half a second. Rushton would edge out 

Chris Patterson for a podium position after a tough battle between the two in the early stages of the 

race.  

4-Cylinder… Rod Tucker finds familiar territory in victory lane after holding off a late charging Matt 

Gilbert. Larry Teal, J.R. Baker and Mike Harris would round out the top five. Tucker, who started third 

on the field would dive into turn one to take the lead on the opening lap of the main event. Pole sitter 

J.R. Baker would have a contested battle for second with Gilbert in the opening laps, with Gilbert 

eventually taking the spot. Gilbert would quickly close the gap on Tucker, but ran out of time as laps 

expired. Larry Teal would sneak out close third place finish over Baker with a side by side finish at the 

stripe.  

Front Wheel Drive… After a long night of beating, banging and shades of yellow, Travis Jamieson 

goes back-to-back to kick off his 2020 campaign. Following him would be Cody Paige, Blaise 

Strickland, Danny Anthony and Tyler Bowie to round out the top five. The field would struggle to get a 

lap complete with multiple caution flags flying in the early laps. Once the field settled in, Jamieson 

and Strickland battled hard for the top spot until Strickland faced issues in the closing laps. Paige 

would pass a wounded Strickland with two laps remaining to take the runner up position.  

Limited Late Model… Deano Long puts on a dominant performance Saturday night, as he would 

lead from flag to flag to edge out heavy hitter Frank Coates. Long would snag the pole with a time of 

14.728. Coates who started second, would track Long most of the night with a few glimpses at the 

lead. Coates nearly had his opportunity on the white flag lap as Long went high into turn one. Coates 

found speed off of turn two, but couldn't find the room for a clean pass for the lead. Tony Quarles 

would come home third after a lengthy battle with Nick Deitz throughout the main event. 


